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The ‘Home Office Guidance’ for right to work and ‘Employers
Responsibilities’ are different. Home Office Guidance
is subordinate to the actual Immigration Rules, while Employers
Responsibilities are to comply with the Home Office Guidance
and the Immigration Rules, they are also similar in one respect,
as they are both complex to interpret.
A medium sized Chinese restaurant in south east Essex, which employs 20
to 30 staff, including a specialist chef (Dim Sun a shortage occupation),
to which the Restaurant now holds a Tier 2 sponsor licence. Most of the
staff are from the Chinese diaspora and hold other forms of leave to remain,
including Tier 4 students, spouse/partner visas, and EU Nationals.
Whilst the restaurant had explored alternative options to applying for
a sponsorship licence, including recruiting from the resident labour market,
both advertising in local papers and on job sites. This proved unsuccessful,
unsurprisingly due to ‘Dim Sum’ Chefs being a shortage occupation in the UK.
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The case study sets out the
complexity of the legislation,
and the issue the Restaurant
had complying with the
legislation and how they
addressed the issues they faced
before being awarded an ‘A’
rating sponsorship licence.
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“I first approached Matthew

IDENTIFYING THE ISSUES

regarding a general visa query
for my wife. I was immediately
impressed by the responsiveness
and accuracy of service I received.
Based on this I moved all my
company immigration issues to
Link Law who now handle all our
corporate immigration needs.
I employ over 20 staff with a third
being overseas nationals and Link
Law has given me the confidence
that at all times we are compliant
with current laws and regulations.
To date, in addition to successfully
obtaining an extension for my wife’s

The Immigration Rules are some of the most important pieces of legislation
that make up the UK’s immigration law. They are updated on a regular basis,
making immigration law an ever changing legal landscape. The rules are
divided into different documents, guidance and appendages, which further
leads to complexity in navigating the vast legal landscape.
The overriding requirement for the Restaurant was
to obtain a specialist ‘Dim Sum’ Chef to cook for
the Chinese diaspora and wider community, unable
to achieve this objective, the Restaurant would lose
valuable patrons to other restaurants thus having
a negative impact on reputation and turnover.
The Restaurant was understandably nervous
about the process since they had previously had an
unannounced visited by Home Office Enforcement
checking the immigration status of their work

force. The Restaurant Manager was aware he
could receive fines for illegal working, but was not
informed the fines could reach an eye watering
£20,000 for each employee found working illegally.
One of the first issues facing the Restaurant
Manager was identifying the requirements for
a sponsorship licence. Hours turned to days
of “Googling” and researching which ultimately
left him feeling completely overwhelmed by the
process and not confident in their research.

visa, they have obtained visas for
additional overseas employees

ADDRESSING THE ISSUES

and are handling a complex asylum
appeal and audit and review of our
company immigration practices.
For myself, the main benefit of using
Link Law has simply been the fact
Matthew is an accredited Lawyer as
many of the previous immigration
advisors I have used do not have that
legal background and accreditation.
This gives me greater confidence
in the work Link Law does for
myself and my company. I have no
hesitation in recommending Link
Laws to any individual or company,
they do outstanding work!”

Link-Law Associates was approached by the Restaurant manager, who
phoned Link-Law’s offices in Southend on Sea. The manager was able to
speak with our immigration lawyer immediately, our immigration lawyer
was able to outline to them over the phone in a matter of minutes what the
sponsor licence application process was, and outline the general documents
that would be required. This gave the Manager a firm consolidated
understanding of the requirements from start to finish, and a single version
of the truth. Link-Law’s initial advice was provided free of charge.
Link-Law Associates also have a Chinese speaking Clerk who was on hand to translate when the need arose.

It was explain by the immigration lawyer that as
part of the process, the Restaurant would routinely
undergo a site visit by a Home Office Visiting Officer
and the Restaurant would be expected to evidence
compliance with Home Office guidance.
It was further explained; a common error made
by employers in their haste to apply for a sponsor
licence, (which is so often overlooked) is a failure
to audit internal processes and systems to
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determine the right checks and balances are
in place prior to submitting an application.
The failure often results in an untimely visit from
the Home Office which an employer is ill prepared
for, thus inevitably leads to the application failing
and the employer losing the application fees,
then needing to repeat the process and paying
the application fees over again.
A costly and timely pitfall!

SERVICES PROVIDED
Compliance Auditing; In avoiding this error,
the immigration lawyer proposed a ‘mock Home
Office audit’ that follows closely the actual
premises audit conducted by the Home Office
which an employer can expect after applying
for a sponsor licence. During the mock audit,
the immigration lawyer interviewed the Manager
and asked them a series of 30 questions and
explained the reasoning behind the questions

(similar to the questions likely to be asked by
the Home Office). Once this process was completed,
the lawyer requested a number of personal files to
inspect and check to see all the relevant information
was being kept correctly on the files. At the end
of the audit, the lawyer provided interim feed-back
on their findings.

their findings with an action plan setting out
their recommendations. Link-Law also provided
templates and policy documents giving the
Restaurant Manager piece of mind in knowing they
were fully compliant with Home Office guidance and
the immigration Rules. The Restaurant is now ready
to submit their application for a Sponsor Licence.

Within three days the lawyer had provided the
Manager with a detailed compliance report outlining
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